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From seating to casegoods, tables to space division, 
our lineup of products allows you to flex the function 
of your space...but we’ve always been more than just 
selling office furniture. 

Our passionate pursuit of excellence along with 
a dedicated Government sales and service team, 
technical expertise, and a genuine collaborative spirit 
allow us to solve clients’ challenges and transcend 
concept into reality.

And we make it easy to specify what you need with 
comprehensive tools and programs like finding our 
entire portfolio on a broad range of specification and 
ordering tools, in-house drawing services and customs 
teams, a holistic palette of surface materials, and so 
much more.    

Our products are responsible too. They consider 
the environment by using renewable and recyclable 
materials, allowing it to achieve indoor air quality 
and BIFMA level® certifications, and they comply with 
the mechanical standards that focus on safety and 
durability to meet BIFMA Compliant® certification. 

LET US HELP YOU 
FLEX THE FUNCTION 
OF YOUR SPACE.
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Welcoming environments start with furniture that's 
warm and inviting. Create a customized reception and 
work area through flexible combinations of shells, 
components, and work surfaces that address multiple 
configuration options. 

Subtle details, including multiple pull styles, edge 
options, overlay panels, molding options, and transaction 
counters in a variety of materials allow for a personalized 
look or seamless blending with any of our casegood, 
seating, and table offerings.

SAY HELLO TO 
WELCOMING 
ENVIRONMENTS.
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Greet Visitors in Style.
We offer a broad range of options, in contemporary to traditional stylings, to 
create warm and welcoming first impressions.

Classy and simple, Canvas Reception features a focused offering of functional 
pieces in laminate that allow you to create a distinctive style. Modular 
components from our Aura Collection make personalizing your function and 
aesthetics easy. And with Cameo, you can welcome visitors with a variety of 
stately pieces to showcase a rich and distinguished reputation. 

Pair our reception solutions with other furniture, like lounge and occasional 
tables, to create a cohesive environment.
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Our collection of lounge seating lines provide modern 
sensibility to address a wide range of applications for 
today’s social workplaces and community spaces.

Whether you’re looking to outfit a lobby, collaborative 
space, waiting area, private nook, office, or break room, 
our functional and comfortable offering provides a mix of 
styles from contemporary to traditional to complement any 
interior concept.

And don’t forget about occasional tables to complete the 
look of your space. We have all the designs, finishes, and 
power/data accessories to fit your variety of needs.

WAIT, COLLABORATE, 
OR JUST LOUNGE.
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Provide Inviting & Functional Spaces.
Spaces really come together with our spectrum of 
freestanding and modular lounge components. 

Whether you want a welcoming front entrance, to lay out 
a cohesive lobby, or bring coziness to a library or gathering 
spot, you can easily mix components to fit the space and 
needs of the environment, while power and data options 
keep everyone working on the go.
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Furniture for the modern workplace needs to be dynamic, 
attractive, and functional - all at the same time. Our broad 
offering of desks, workstations, storage, and accessories 
provides everything you need to outfit your distinctive spaces.

From executive to modular office furniture, height-adjustable 
to open plan units, and coordinating pieces for each, our 
range of casegoods and styles allows you to create practical 
environments that easily express your desired aesthetics.

And with the depth of our veneers and woodgrain laminates, 
our enduring metal, stone, and patterned acrylics, and 
our thousands upon thousands of graded-in and contract 
upholsteries, you have complete freedom to create the 
environment you want.

HEADS DOWN WORK, 
TEAMING + EVERYTHING 
IN BETWEEN.
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Furniture to Support Daily Activities.
Craftsmanship and technology combine to offer products of value 
and design. Indiana Furniture casegoods provide unique designs, solid 
construction, and dependable quality in a range of styles to meet your 
aesthetic needs.

Whether you’re looking for the contemporary, modular functionality 
like with Canvas Laminate or Gesso Veneer, a value price like with 
Allegiance, a mid-century vibe like with Iconic, or a distinguished look 
which you can find in Jefferson and others, we’ve got you covered.  
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Whether you need a formal conference room, a small 
meeting area in a private office, a collaborative work 
solution, or a café, our lineup of tables provides 
everything you need.
  
All the right styles, sizes, shapes, and details allow 
you to accommodate the changing needs of business 
without sacrificing function, aesthetics, or your budget.

And if learning environments are what you’re after, 
our modular units, with full integration of power/data 
options, bring flexibility to spaces to keep the focus on 
the task at hand.

GRAB A SEAT AT 
THE TABLE.
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A Collection of Big Possibilities.
Our vast range of styles, shapes, and sizes easily accommodate the spectrum 
of today’s meeting applications and shared spaces. 

Simply select the line that works best for you: One10 goes above and 
beyond to provide a scalable aesthetic to support solutions for casual to 
formal meetings; Canvas, Gesso, and Aura enliven environments with refined 
aesthetics born from an appealing mix of materials, finishes, and components; 
Cameo brings timeless components that convey traditional ideals with a 
nimble spirit; Natta brings simplicity to collaborative spaces; and Tri-One’s 
versatility through training, meeting, and modular options is virtually limitless.
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Our functional range of screens and dividers make it easy to 
create space division within any environment, on nearly any 
product. 

Easily define space between workers and create areas or 
zones within the open plan to encourage collaboration or 
allow for focused work and conversations. Configurations 
range from huddle zones to privacy booths to meeting areas 
and beyond.

Add function without sacrificing beauty. Barn Doors, Acrylic 
Inserts, Tackable and Acoustical Panels, Laminate and Veneer 
Gallery Screens, Dry Erase Boards, TV Mounts, Planter Boxes, 
and Power Centers give your space the ability for more 
privacy, collaboration, or brainstorming.

DEFINE SPACE, 
CREATE PRIVACY + 
ADD PROTECTION.
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Space Division. Redefined.
Delineate space to heighten functionality and safety, while 
providing a balance between openness and privacy...a space where 
employees love to work, gather, brainstorm, re-energize, and more.

Select from our broad offering, including our versatile Square 
One space division and architectural line, Canvas and Gesso 
Gallery Screens, as well as a range of acrylic dividers, transaction 
screens, and above/below screens that allow for privacy above the 
worksurface and a modesty below.
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